
Colin Lotter, Director, Carpe Diem 

Colin Lotter began his coal career at Eskom during his time in the early 80’s at Tutuka Power Station in 

Standerton and he enjoyed a three year tenure during the period of commissioning of generator 2 at 

Tutuka. He was involved in all aspects of generator protection and commissioning obtaining an 

understanding of coal applications for power generation boilers. Several other business prevailed 

thereafter until Colin re-entered the coal business in late 1998 becoming involved in coal 

supply/sourcing for local coal users from local coal suppliers willing to supply inland.  

Colin has 20 years of experience, knowledge and understanding of the local market coal supply chain 

and has consulted for various high profile project management companies in this regard. His opinion is 

respected by those who have worked closely with him and his experience extends through general 

understanding of coal geology and mining, processing, transporting, handling and final application of the 

sized coal into the local SA market. His experience in final applications extends into coal supply to chain 

grate steam boilers, cement, lime, iron and various other fringe industries.   



Johan de Korte, Senior Coal Preparation Engineer, CSIR 

 
Qualifications 
BSc. Eng. (Metal): University of Pretoria – 1976 
B.Eng. Hons (Met): University of Pretoria – 1981 
MDP: UNISA – 1988 
 
Registrations 
Registered Professional Engineer - Engineering Council of SA (registration number 810122) 
 
Memberships 
Committee member of the South African Coal Processing Society 
SA chairman of Coal Sampling Subcommittee (SC4) of ISO/TC/27 
South African representative on the international organizing committee of the ICPC 
 
Awards 
 Enertek Director’s award (1992) 
 Enertek Commercialization award (1993) 
 Technifin Innovation Award (1998) 
 Miningtek Director’s award (2002) 
 SA Coal Processing Society (2003) 
 Fossil Fuel Foundation of Southern Africa (2010) 
 
Short history of work experience: 
 Matriculated from Klerksdorp High School in 1971 
 Graduated from University of Pretoria at end of 1976. 
 Started work with Anglo American Coal Division at Bank Colliery. 
 Seconded to Springbok Colliery middle of 1977.  
 Transferred to Vryheid Coronation Colliery during 1978.  
 Promoted to Plant Superintendent in 1980. 
 Transferred to Bank Colliery in 1982. 
 Spent a year at Anglo Head Office in 1984. 
 Transferred to Landau Colliery in 1985. 
 
Nature of work in Anglo Coal Division:  
 Responsible for management of all aspects of coal production in Coal Preparation Plants 
 Re-design and modifications of existing plants to improve efficiency of operations 
 
Training of coal preparation staff 
 Started work with the Division of Energy Technology at the CSIR in Pretoria in September 1989.  
 Currently employed by the Centre for Mining Innovation at the CSIR 
 
Duties in current position:  
 Responsible for coal preparation research work carried out under Coaltech collaborative research 

program and other contract research 
 Training and development of junior coal preparation engineers 
 Consulting service to the coal processing industry 
 Ad hoc lecturing at universities    



Publications 
 Has written over 200 technical reports and papers  
 Presented papers at both local and international conferences 
 Registered 2 patents 
 
COAL, NOW AND IN THE FUTURE 
 
The presentation aims to provide a brief view of coal requirements for use in specific industrial 
applications. The quality of coal as-mined is not suited to the requirements of most of these applications 
and processing of the coal is required to improve the quality of the coal and make it suited for industrial 
use. 
 
Coal used by Eskom in the past was mostly raw, crushed coal supplied directly to power stations by 
conveyor belt. This has changed in recent years and current supplies of coal to Eskom are mostly by road 
and rail. The coal is supplied from numerous small coal mines and most of these mines require 
processing of their coal to get it up to Eskom specification.  
 
Coal processing faces a number of challenges – as do indeed the coal industry. Environmental concerns 
are placing pressure on coal plants to reduce the impact that processing has on the environment. Water 
use and pollution as well as the past practice of disposing of slurry in impoundments are some of these 
concerns. In addition, the quality of raw coal mined is progressively declining and thus yields of clean 
coal produced also decline. The cost of coal processing is therefore under scrutiny. To counter these 
pressures, the coal processing industry is conducting research into methods which will reduce costs and 
reduce the impact of coal processing on water resources. 
 
Coal processing is an important part of the coal industry and is expected to play an ever increasing role 
in the future. 
  



Richard Wermuth, Fossil Fuel Combustion Consultant, Karbon Services 

 
Mr. R.D Wermuth is the managing director of Karbon Services (Pty) Ltd (recently formalized into a PTY). 
Karbon Services is a small family business that has been in operation for over 25 years, and started with 
Mr. Norman Harvett in 1988. 
 
After a number of jobs in the industry that included Marketing Cyclotherm Boilers (Approx.   10 Years),  
Technical Director Armstrong Steam  (11 Years) Frazer & Chalmers Pty Ltd (5 Years) as well as Anglo 
Belgium Coal, which Mr. Harvett sold out in approx. 18 months, he went on to market Sandfire boilers ( 
one of the original fluidized bubbling bed concepts). The boiler in its early stages at the time was not 
very well put together and through his market research realized that there was a need for a service that 
would supply a holistic view on coal and boilers with regards to efficiency and required an 
understanding of coal and its unique challenges, Karbon Services was born. 
 
Karbon services went on to provide its unique problem solving services to many customers across South 
Africa, and regularly called on companies such as: 
Dunlop, C.A. Smith Sugar.       Lever Bros.           Sezella Mill. 

S.C.I.  
Karbochem        Merebank                         A.E.C.I.                         Kynochs  
N.P.A. Hospitals,  S.A.N.S.                   Mondi Merebank                Mondi Rbay        
Apex Foundry      Alusaf          Masonite                    T.H.  Maid 

stone         
Bayers                  Sasol Fibres                Sappi Kraft          Sappi Fine  
Sappi Saiccor              T.H. Refinery            Algorax P.E                  Nampak 

Group           
Kohler Packaging                                  N. P. C.   
& Numerous Smaller Companies utilizing less than 600 Tonne of Coal per month  
 

At the age of 65 Mr. Norman Harvett decided to retire and trained up an assistant to take over the 
company, but this was unsuccessful and therefore he continued on supplying a service to a number of 
industries, until Mr. Richard Wermuth (his grandson) came into the picture as an option to take over the 
company. Mr. Harvett had scaled down the operation due to his age, and with the help of Mr. Wermuth 
they embarked on scaling back up to full operation. Mr. Harvett trained his grandson extensively 
imparting invaluable experience to him. This vast experience and knowledge is what allows Karbon 
services to be so successful in their Endeavors to improve client’s efficiency and understanding of their 
particular fuel(s). 
Mr. Richard Wermuth took over the operation of Karbon Services and the company has grown from 
strength to strength. 
Both Mr. Harvett and Wermuth have been involved with the FFF for a number of years and have 
attended and presented at numerous conferences. 
Mr. Wermuth has run Karbon services for the last 4 years and has been consulting for 7 years. 
Karbon Services’ services are currently used extensively by the Sappi Group, Mondi group, Huletts 
Group, Illovo Group, N.C.P and a number of fossil fuel users across S.A.  
Although coal is a specialty of Karbon Services, they do provide services for all fossil fuel users and this 
market has grown extensively in recent times. 
Should you wish to enquire about Karbon Services please contact Mr. Richard Wermuth on 083 410 
8626 or email karbonservices@mweb.co.za. 
 

  

mailto:karbonservices@mweb.co.za


Jaco van der Merwe, Primary Energy Manager, Kelvin Power 

 

Jaco matriculated in 1996 from Hoër Skool Fochville, where after he 

worked for five years at a metallurgical consulting company as a 

mechanical test-house technician and replica technician. 

His career at Kelvin started in November 2002 where he worked as a 

coal plant operator on the B-Station Coal Handling plant for nearly a 

year.  He applied for the position of Water Treatment Plant 

operator, where he worked for just over a year. 

Jaco was promoted to Relief Shift Leader for A and B Station late in 2004.  During his training as Shift 

Leader, he formed part of the team who commissioned the upgraded boiler control system on Boilers 13 

to 16.  After completing his training as Shift Leader, he was appointed as Shift leader, when a vacancy 

opened in B-Station. For roughly five months he was responsible for on-shift management of Boiler, 

Turbine, Auxiliary Plant and Outside Plant operations. 

In October 2005 Jaco was promoted to Production Support Manager.  In this position he was responsible 

for coal and fuel procurement for both A and B Stations, all Outside Plant Operations including the Coal 

and Ash Handling Plants, the ash dams, rolling stock operations, railway infrastructure maintenance, the 

onsite water laboratory and the water treatment plants. 

Around August 2007 Kelvin underwent restructuring and he took on the position of Primary Energy 

Manager, which he still holds at the current moment.  His area of responsibility includes coal and fuel 

procurement, rolling stock operations and railway infrastructure maintenance. 

Since 2010 Jaco successfully completed three short courses in the Post Graduate Programme: 

Leadership in Fuel and Energy Technology, presented by the University of Witwatersrand in association 

with the Fossil Fuel Foundation of Southern Africa. 

Jaco enjoys fishing in his spare time and some of the highlights of his hobby have been featured in a 

leading angling magazine. 

 

COAL QUALITY AND BOILER EFFICIENCY 

 

Coal is a complex fossil fuel with various aspects which can impact on the efficient operation of boiler 

plant. The first step towards efficient and reliable boiler operation and steam generation is establishing 

the correct quality coal for the application.  It is important to make sure that all properties and 

characteristics of the coal is understood and then used to determine whether the coal is suitable for the 

specific application. 

 

When coal is sourced from more than one source for a specific application, it is important to ensure that 

all the coals in the supply mix are properly matched and compatible with each other.  Not only does this 

ensure consistency in coal quality which is important for consistent and efficient boiler operation, it will 

also reduce the risk of spontaneous combustion in coal storage facilities. 

 

 



Feed water heaters, air heaters, milling plant, air flow and oxygen presence in the boiler and proper 

operating of the boiler plant is as important to efficient steam generation as the correct and consistent 

coal quality. 

Efficient boiler operation and the correct choice in coal for the specific application reduce the impact of 

coal combustion on the environment. 

 

 

Etienne de Villiers, Divisional Technical Manager, John Thompson 

 

Etienne de Villiers is a graduate in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Stellenbosch. 

After graduating he gained some experience in the field of aerodynamics in the wind tunnels of the CSIR. 

In 1996, he joined John Thompson as a design engineer.  He specialised in industrial watertube boilers 

and worked as design engineer on several new boiler projects and optimisation of existing plants.  This 

work involved process design, thermal design, sizing and selection of combustion equipment, pressure 

part design, sizing and selection of all ancillary equipment and compiling of boiler control systems.  At 

the end of these projects he spent extended periods on site commissioning these boiler plants, mainly in 

the Sugar Industry and to a lesser degree in the Petrochemical as well as Pulp and Paper industries. 

In 2003 he became engineering manager at John Thompson. 

In 2007, De Villiers joined Thermal Energy Systems as a senior design partner and continued working in 

the boiler field as a design and commissioning engineer and as boiler consultant in the Sugar Industry. 

In 2012, De Villiers re-joined John Thompson as Divisional Technical Manager where his portfolio 

includes design, research and development in the field of combustion and steam generation in industrial 

boilers for medium to small combined heat and power plants. 

 

OVERVIEW OF JT BOILERS AND THEIR DEVELOPMENTS 

 

Introduction: 

John Thompson have successfully installed and commissioned more than 350 industrial water tube 

boilers over the last 50 years on a variety of fuels including coal and biomass. 

Biomass as boiler fuels includes a wide range of natural refuse materials with varying chemical 

constituents and particle size distributions.  Coal quality varies widely from one site to another.  Each of 

these fuels presents its own challenges with regards material handling and combustion.  

Developments: 

JT have done a lot of research work in the field of computational fluid dynamics over the last 4 years to 

model the combustion process as well as the gas flow through the rest of boiler.  This has enabled JT to 

make innovative changes to new and existing boiler designs to improve combustion of different fuels 

and to configure the gas paths to mitigate erosion due to fly ash and sand entrained in the gas stream. 

There is a trend in industry to move towards co-generation and small power stations.  JT has developed 

a modular 20tph power boiler suitable for this application, firing either coal or biomass.  



Tiaan Vosloo, Metallurgist & Welding Engineer, John Thompson 

 
*Tiaan (Christiaan) Vosloo holds a BEng. degree in Metallurgy and a BEng. (Hons) in Welding from The 
University of Pretoria and is registered as an International Welding Engineer (IWE) through the South 
African Institute of Welding SAIW affiliated with the International Institute of Welding (IIW). He has 
proven his competency as an engineer in the Iron and Steelmaking industry and started working for 
ACTOM John Thompson in December 2011. He travels around Southern Africa inspecting and advising 
on boiler failures and material problems. 
 
CASE STUDIES - PACKAGE AND WATERTUBE BIOLERS 
 
This presentation highlights some of the problems and challenges encountered with boilers in the 
industry.  It investigates the various reasons for failures which include materials selection, operating 
philosophy, water treatment and negligence.  The emphasis is on the lessons learned and practical 
methods to avoid untimely failures. 
 
 
 
Mike Andrews, Managing Director, OEN Enterprises 

 

Mike Andrews was born and educated in UK. He spent the first half of his working life in various R & D 

posts in government departments in both UK and South Africa having immigrated to South Africa in 

1972. Mike worked at the Atomic Energy Corporation and the Chamber of Mines before entering the 

commercial world. He started working at OEN Enterprises as sales manager in 1991 and has been 

managing director since 1998. He has also served as a Council member of the Fossil Fuel Foundation for 

many years and regularly presents papers and lectures at conferences and universities. 

 

CASE STUDIES AND NEW FACTORS OBSERVED USING THERMAL IMAGING 

Most of South Africa’s good quality coals have either been mined out, exported or reserved for export 

so local users are generally left with relatively low-quality coals. South African coals generally, and all 

Gondwana coals in particular, have organic materials in them (i.e. macerals) which do not occur at all in 

the well-known northern hemisphere coalfields. SA coals have some reactive materials (vitrinite 

macerals) like the northern coalfields but also have very high proportions of less-reactive or non-

reactive organic materials (inertinite macerals). The coals in the northern countries and other parts of 

the world are composed predominantly of vitrinitic reactive materials (80-90%) which burn at the usual 

1200 to 1400degC.  We have an average of 20-25% of those reactive materials but also have 75-80% of 

the inertinite materials which burn at between 1400 and 1700degC and take longer to burn out. These 

characteristics result in combustion efficiency problems, clinkering, thermal damage and high NOX 

emissions. 

This presentation shows data from several case studies using a Durag Video/Thermography system to 

observe colour video images and real-time thermographic analysis of the combustion process in small 

and large grate-fired boilers as well as PF utility boilers. The problems with burning low-quality SA coals 

are clearly indicated and this opens the door to possible solutions to the problems that are being widely 

experienced in the majority of SA’s coal-fired boilers. 



Professor Diane Hildebrandt, Director MaPS Engineering, Unisa 

 
Obtained her B.Sc., M.Sc. and Ph.D. from the University of the Witwatersrand. Authored or co-authored 
over 110 scientific papers.   In 1998 appointed as the Unilever Professor of Reaction Engineering at the 
University of the Witwatersrand.   In 2005 she was recognized as a world leader in her area of research 
when she was awarded an A rating by the National Research Foundation and was also elected to the 
Academy of Sciences of South Africa and in 2006 to the Academy of Engineering of South Africa.  In 
2010, Diane and her co-workers were finalists in the 10XE Competition run by American Institute of 
Chemical Engineers which recognized innovations internationally which are likely to have a tenfold 
impact on energy efficiency.  She has worked at Chamber of Mines, Sasol and the University of 
Potchefstroom and has spent a sabbatical at Princeton. She has applied her research on improving the 
efficiency of chemical plants to the design of actual plants.  She was project leader on the Golden Nest 
Pilot Plant based at Baoji in China. Currently the co-Director for MaPS: a research unit at UNISA, Florida. 
The research of this unit is aimed at improving energy efficiency of processes.   
 
Michael Smith, Consulting Engineer and Researcher 

 

Graduated in Chemical Engineering, University of Cape Town, 1956.  Employed by Sasol 1957 in 

operations, technical service, and design till 1967, during which time seconded to M W Kellogg Co, New 

York City for 1½ years on design issues. Subsequently worked in design and senior project management 

for a number of contracting companies, with experience in Portland Cement plant, fertilizer plant, 

uranium enrichment, mine refrigeration, and synfuels.  Joined Wits University, Chemical Engineering 

Department in 1987.  Lectured in design, mass transfer, mechanical engineering, and supervised two 

master’s degree candidates on thermodynamically based topics. Part of week employed by outside 

companies, including Sasol Research and Development for three years, and pursued a variety of 

consulting engineering issues. Left Wits last year, for association with Unisa engineering. 

 

THE POSSIBILITY OF DRAMATIC IMPROVEMENT OF POWER PLANT EFFICIENCY 

The standard overall Power Plant process is severely inefficient compared to limiting thermodynamic 

ideals ultimately attainable with “perfect” processes utilizing totally reversible processes and hence, for 

example, infinite heat transfer surfaces, multiple improbably efficient heat engines, compressors, and 

expanders, and reactions exactly in equilibrium at all stages. 

A typical Eskom coal burning power plant has an efficiency of less than 40%, whereas a 

thermodynamically ideal power plant using a totally reversible process burning typical South African coal 

has an efficiency of about 95%. 

In the comprehensive Second Law exergy analysis of a typical full power plant process the greatest 

generator of Lost Work exhibits as the process step of burning of fuel in air or oxygen, a chemical 

reaction which as normally practiced is totally irreversible; this is often ignored in the usual study of the 

Power Plant process which tends to concentrate on the Rankine Cycle to the exclusion of associated 

steps of burning or atmospheric cooling. 

Burning typically generates 55% of all Lost Work in the overall process, and is therefore mainly 

responsible for low overall efficiency.  In present times of energy stringency, it follows that the burning 

step should deservedly be the subject of intensive theoretical and practical research.  



 

To address this problem academic research has tended to concentrate on Chemical Looping 

Combustion, whereby metal oxides are alternately formed in air or oxygen and subsequently reduced by 

the fuel being considered.  We analyze briefly the practical and economic difficulties of a Chemical 

Looping proposal to illustrate typical obstacles to progress. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peter McIntyre, Consultant, John Thompson 

 

Peter has been involved in the boiler business all of his working life. A BSc 

Mechanical Engineering Graduate from Paisley, Scotland, he spent his pre and 

post graduate years in the manufacturing facility of B&W Renfrew. 

After a two year spell with B&W Johannesburg, he joined John Thompson in 

Cape Town in 1976. He has been with that operation ever since then (including a 

short spell with ICAL when the WT business moved into their portfolio), holding 

various positions including Design and Project Engineer, Natal Regional 

Manager, Technical Director, Sales Director and, when the business became 

more product-focused, General Manager of the Watertube Boiler Operation 

Peter has been involved in design, sales and customer operational support for the past 37 years and 

continues in that role in his post-retirement years as Consultant, Engineering and Sales.   

 

  



Julian Eslait, Project Manager, Anglo American Thermal Coal 

 
Julian Eslait (1982, Barranquilla, Colombia) has a mechanical engineer degree as well as an international 
business degree from the Universidad del Norte in Colombia.  He began his career in the mining industry 
when he joined Cerrejón in 2006 in Colombia.  He joined Anglo American’s Thermal Coal division in 2009 
and is currently the project manager for the Anglo American Khanyisa Power Project. 
 
KHANYISA POWER PROJECT – KEY CHALLENGES 
 
Anglo American has commenced a commercial procurement process for delivery of a 450-MW power 
plant fuelled by discard coal in the Emalahleni area of Mpumalanga, South Africa. The proposed IPP will 
utilize circulating fluidized-bed technology and be supplied by Anglo American’s Thermal Coal (AATC) 
business unit. All electrical power will be purchased by Anglo American Platinum (AAP) and a third party 
off-taker through a 25-year PPA and will be delivered to a number of operations via the Eskom network. 
In order to ensure competitive bidding, “off-the-shelf” technology has been specified, with the minimum 
functional specification calling for three 150-MW units and dry cooling. Nevertheless, a number of other 
challenges to implementing a CFB power project in South Africa were encountered. They include— 
• A strategic rationale and appropriate structure, given that Anglo American is a resource 
company 
• Regulatory issues related to third-party use of the transmission network 
• An appropriate site selection 
• Securing of long-term access to fuel 
• Coal-preparation requirements 
• The impact of the South African Integrated Resource Plan 
This presentation examines some of these challenges and outlines steps taken to resolving them. 
 
 
  



Samson Bada, Post-Doctoral Researcher, University of the Witwatersrand 

 

I had a B.Engr in Metallurgical and Material Engineering in 2001 and major in corrosion. 

Work with Shell Petroleum Development Company Nigeria between 2001 and 2002 as a Graduate 

Engineer. 

Between 2002/2005, worked for Moret Technologies Limited whilst studying for my Masters degree in 

Metallurgical Engineering (major in corrosion) and degree conferred in 2004  

 

Between 2006/2007 had another Masters degree in Chemical Engineering from the University of 

Witwatersrand and major in Adsorption Technology (Using South African Fly Ash for the Adsorption of 

Phenolic in waste water) 

 

Started my PhD degree in 2008 at the University of Witwatersrand  

In 2009 left for the University of Kentucky to complete my experimental studies: Prepared and tested 

eight different coals for sink/float separation, froth rate test and Dry coal Electrostatic separation, using 

(Rotary Octagonal Electrostatic Separator)  

In 2010 November, graduated with a PhD in Metallurgical Engineering (Specialized in Dry coal 

processing) 

 

From 2011- 2013 (Post Doctoral Researcher at Wits University) 
Temporarily move to Physical Separation Department at (Mintek) to design/fabricate a new Tribo-
electrostatic separator for the beneficiation of fine mineral ores  
Assist the group in the concentration of mineral rocks using XRF sorting machine and magnetic 
separator for beneficiation of fines (Magnetite and Heamatite).  
Support the team in the area of Heavy Liquid separation (Gold, Chromite) and other minerals. 
Upgrade of phosphate flotation concentrate (<105) um to marketable product above 30% and 
electrostatic concentration of < 105 um fine phosphate ROM 
Involved in the magnetic concentration and roasting test work on Fine FeMn Stockpile Samples from 
India 
Investigate the sulphation of different limestone ores (CaCO3) in a Thermo gravimetric analyzer for 
adsorbing S02 generated within Boilers (Botswana and Mozambique deposits) 
Characterization of Lump coals for Aura Energy Nigeria with a view to establishing their application for 
power generation, and identifying other potential market or areas of utilization. 
Investigation on the Utilization potential of Aura Coal Nigeria (Combustion and Power generation 
purposes), Unpublished report, June 2012. 
 

Courses and training attended: 
Project Management Intermediate Training – April, 2013 
An Introduction to the Petroleum Industry- September, 2012 
Petroleum and Gas Exploration, and Production, Schlumberger – May, 2012 
Coal: A clean and Sustainable fuel for Power, Gas and Oil production - 2012 

The entire Graduate Diploma Course (GDE) in coal  

 

From July 2013 (Researcher at Wits University) 
Research and identification of different species of Bamboo for cultivation and use as biomass energy in 
South Africa 



Identification of different nutshell and algae for combustion and co-combustion 
 
COMBUSTION AND CO-COMBUSTION CHARACTERISTIC OF THERMAL-TREATED & RAW BAMBOOS 
 
The thermal behavior and characteristic of three different species of Bamboos sourced from South 
Africa were investigated using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Thermal pre-treatment, known as 
torrefaction and low-temperature carbonization were conducted between 250 and 380 0C on the three 
bamboos in order to improve their fuel and combustion characteristic. The mass and energy yield of 
both torrefied and low – temperature carbonized bamboos were evaluated. The combustion and co-
combustion profiles of the raw bamboos and pre-heated bamboos blended at a ratio of 10%, 30%, 50% 
and 75% Coal A & coal B of different ranks were also examined.  
   
Calorific value of 23 MJ/Kg was attained after raw Bambusa Multiplex (B.M) was torrefied and 28 MJ/Kg 
for low-temperature carbonized B.M from raw B.M with 17.60 MJ/Kg. The ash content of the raw B.M 
blend was found to be 1.09 %, with a fixed carbon of 1.71 %, the fixed carbon was enhanced through 
low-carbonization to 45.51% at 380 0C. Raw B.M has the highest volatile matter of all bamboos 
investigated, and was the easiest ignited Bamboo specie investigated with fixed carbon initiation 
temperature and peak temperature attained at a temperature of 202.75 0C and 442.61 0C compared to 
ROM coal A at 494.6 0C  and 651.240C, respectively. The height of the differential thermogravimetric 
(DTG) peaks decreases as the coal % within the coal/bamboo blend increases. Same trend was also 
observed as the pre-heated temperature increases from 250 to 380 0C, with the DTG curves for low-
temperature carbonized bamboo moving towards that of coal band. 
 
The overall data obtained indicates that the combustion performance of both high and low rank Coal A 
& B could be improved with bamboo addition, in terms of lowering ignition and peak temperature, while 
the blending of pre-heated bamboo with coal could increase the energy yield at burnout. 
  



John Keir, Senior Consultant: Plant Performance and Emissions and Gabi Mkhatshwa, Eskom 

 

Career began in 1969 at Atlas Aircraft Corporation as an apprentice 

aero engine fitter. Joined Eskom in 1974 and worked at Umgeni 

Power Station.  In 1981 joined Eskom Research, Test and 

Investigations in Rosherville, JHB. Present position is a Senior 

Consultant of Plant Performance and Emissions. 

The following experience has been gained: 

Power Plant: Investigation into air heater bypass damper & 

temperature measurement, Excess air reduction tests, Investigation into the comparison between wet 

and dry station oxygen measurement, Basic Optimisation of boiler Combustion, Investigation air heater 

gas outlet temperatures, Investigation of the effects of boiler optimisation on gaseous emissions with 

special reference to sulphur dioxide reduction by a bag filter, Investigation into start-up and operating 

gas temperatures with special reference to acid dew point, Fuel oil and soot carry-over tests, oxygen 

measurement verification, Power Station Thermal Efficiency Performance and acceptance testing and 

reporting, Heavy Density Minerals Removal from milling plant, Techno-Economic Report on the 

Implementation of soot blowing Advisory System, PF Flow distribution and measurement, Scoping 

report Underground Coal Gasification, Capacity improvement and modelling software for capacity 

increase project, HP Heaters Out of Service and Governor Valves Fully Open Generic Test Procedure, 

Emergency Generation: Level one effect on Long Term Plant Health 

Emissions: Isokinetic dust sampling, Investigation into gaseous emissions in conjunction with SO3 flue 

gas conditioning, , Measurement of gaseous emissions from the Witbank United Carbon Producers 

furnace stack, Determination of the visibility of a NO2 plume, Eskom Environmental Database, Flue Gas 

Monitoring: Pre-Test Preparations, Comparison of greenhouse gases database, Gas Sampling Procedure 

for Determination of Emission Factors, The Measurement of NOx Emissions from Eskom Power Stations, 

Determination of Regional Emission Factors for the Power Sector in Southern Africa. 

Emission gas and dust analysers: Evaluation of Continuous Emission monitors (CEMS) with special 

reference to calculating emissions using coal analyses, Surveys of gaseous & dust CEMS, oxygen and 

carbon monoxide analysers, CEMS Technical Specification Guidelines for gas analysers, CEMS Quality 

Systems, USA CEMs and ambient Quality Assurance Trip, Assessment and Comparison of currently 

installed CEMS to New European Standards, Methods to determine the correct one point sampling 

position in a stack for CEMS, CEMS Calibration Test and Training Program Manual, Stratification and 

Parallel Testing and Report, UK CEMS Overseas Trip, Spot measurements of gaseous Emissions, National 

Stack Tester’s Accreditation and Personnel Certification 

Over seventy reports have been written as an author or co-author. 
The following awards have been obtained: 
Manager’s improvement & innovation award for the mobile gas analysis caravan - 1989 
Manager’s innovation award (runner’s up) Eskom gas/dust stack Environmental Data Base – 1996 
Plant Performance Award for increasing output by 1.1MW at Arnot Power Station in 1999 
Manager’s Sustainability Award for Continuous Emission Monitoring 2010 
Manager’s Excellence Award for Plant Performance 2010 
Chairman’s Sustainability Runner’s up Award for Continuous Emission Monitoring 2010 

 



EMISSION CALCULATION, MEASUREMENT, REPORTED DATA AND EMISSION LIMITS FOR ESKOM 

POWER STATIONS 

 

Environmental pressure is increasing to monitor stack emissions so that health issues, if any, can be 

addressed on a scientific basis.  This involves emission inventories and compliance monitoring so that 

public concerns can be addressed. 

Eskom in the late 1970s and early 1980s installed opacity monitors to measure dust emissions. Gas 

emissions for Carbon Dioxide, Sulphur Dioxide, and Nitric Oxide (reported as nitrogen dioxide) have 

been calculated since 1982 by conducting tests on every stack from 1985 to 1995. Thereafter emission 

factors in kg per ton of coal were calculated from sampled coal and gas analyses. These factors are used 

with coal tonnages to determine annual emissions in tons.  Dust and gas emissions are compiled in a 

database and reported annually to the Department of Environmental Affairs. Eskom is currently 

installing and verifying gas Continuous Emission Monitor Systems, on all Eskom stacks. This must be 

completed by 1 April 2015.  

The Department of Environmental Affairs - document “Listed activities and associated minimum 

emission standards identified in terms of section 21 of the National Environmental Management: Air 

Quality Act, 2004 (Act # 39 of 2004)” stipulates the emission standards to be complied with. Eskom 

existing and new plant must comply with their particular minimum emission standards as per Part 3 by 

1st April 2015. All Eskom plant must comply with new plant minimum emission standards as per Part 3 

by 01 April 2020. 

Eskom is presently looking at new technologies that should be installed to meet the requirement 

minimum standards. 

 
 


